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About This Game

Game Information

Clickdraw is an addictive completely RNG western clicker game

To play the game you select a location that you think the enemy will move to and a location that you want to move too, when
you draw your weapon if you select the location that the enemy moved too then you will hit them and vice versa.

Each enemy has a different skill that you will have to overcome, the goal is always to hit the enemy 3 times but some enemies
wear armour that you will have to get through, if you get hit 3 times you will lose

It also has local multiplayer, just don't let your friends see where you clicked!

It's Simple But Addictive.

Trading Cards

Yes This Game Has Trading Cards

Achievements

This game is great for Achievement Hunters! it has lots of achievements!
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clickdraw clicker

RNG Clicker game. It's just based on luck though. Nothing worth playing for 99 cents, with a coupon or not. There's free
mobile games that has more gameplay then this. Garbage.. This game is pure RNG, you basically do nothing but click and pray.
There is zero gameplay and zero fun in this.. Perhaps overly simplistic, the completely random nature of the game removes any
skill or learning from the game. Additionally, the game doesn't clearly convey the rules or the meaning of your actions.

The only driving force while playing this is to unlock the next contending gunslinger. If you're down to roll dice over and over
until you finally get to see another pixelated sprite, this game is for you.. Interesting concept on a clicker game - not very well
executed.
Clicker games are naturally addictive and this is anything but.
I forced myself to play an hours worth in hope prog would improve gameplay. We all know prog in clickers = repeat in same
zone until achievement is unlocked. This didn't even make it that far.. Perhaps overly simplistic, the completely random nature
of the game removes any skill or learning from the game. Additionally, the game doesn't clearly convey the rules or the meaning
of your actions.

The only driving force while playing this is to unlock the next contending gunslinger. If you're down to roll dice over and over
until you finally get to see another pixelated sprite, this game is for you.. Press Reload Button to Get Achievement Simulator
2016. This is ridiculous.. RNG Clicker game. It's just based on luck though. Nothing worth playing for 99 cents, with a coupon
or not. There's free mobile games that has more gameplay then this. Garbage.. Retrieved courtesy of the Lit Network giveaways.
Thanks, guys!)

I'm sorry, ColloseusX, but this is probably your worst game yet...Well...aside from Phat Phrog, that is...

Clickdraw Clicker is a random-number reliant mobile game involving gunslinging duels, which is a simple concept that punishes
you as you progress. First guy you fight on easy mode is probably the only battle that's considered fair. The rest of the
difficulties grant the opponent more evasion spaces. As you fight more opponents (only by beating the previous opponent on
Hard Mode), you find out that each new opponents has new perks that make this game even more unfair. Whether it's less
ammo, an enemy that kills in 1 hit, an enemy with double health (as far as I got), or more cheap dirtbags...you'll find this game
to be harsh on the player.

If that's not bad enough, you have to keep moving your wrist around to hit the targets (moving your mouse to click on areas
repetitively with minimal satisfaction...most often ending in punishment, discouraging the players from progressing).
Ergonomically, this game fails.

I REALLY did not enjoy this game in the slightest. The enemy pictures look like they're straight out of Shonen Idle Z. At least
your gun animation seems okay, but the rest is awful. The music is annoying, the gameplay is horrid...at least there's
achievements, but I don't see myself 100%-ing this title. $1 is a complete insult to the consumer. I got this game for free and
still feel insulted for playing this. Don't waste your money. Don't waste your time.

0.5 / 10 Awful. Probably one of the worst "clickers" out there.. It's one of those many achievment games. Got 59 achievments in
20 minutes. Game itself is bad. Game is based on luck in favour of game. It's not worth your time.
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RNG - The Movie

Watch cheap graphics of completely random wild west duels. The faster you click the little boxes and the revolver cartridge, the
faster the duel progresses. There seems to be no decision making involved, winning and losing is completely random. The
chance of winning a duel declines sharply as the game progresses, further reducing the entertainment value. So while it starts out
as a boring long wait for the duel to be "won", it progresses farther and farther into the realms of unimagined boredom, quickly
leaving behind quaint experiences like "stuck in a highway deadlock for hours" or listening to the speeches at a graduation
ceremony.

Avoid.. Easy to sum up in one word: garbage.. It's good for achievements if you collect them.
Wanted to say: it's an average clicker game, but no.
Click evade box, click target box and wish good luck.

There's no gameplay at all.. This game is soo random.

Don't buy this game. Some achievements are broken and it has no tutorials or something also it's hard even the first levels. No
fun in this game at all.

Overall rating: 4/10 Random bulLlshit. No strategy randomly piece of ... clicker.
Looks like a free pixel flash-game, which is not clear why is sold for money.
*not for glorious PC. The objective of this game is to click (like the name says) to decide how to attack and defend.
It's too simplistic as there's no strategy, it plays as a game of chance.
I'm guessing this was a mobile port or a mobile original.
On the plus side, it has cards and a ton of achievements.
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